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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BEAN IMPROVEMENT COOPERATIVE

I wish to thank all those who submitted research notes and other important and useful information for the 1971 BIG annual report. I also wish to express thanks to those people who submitted invitational papers. The majority of these particular papers were presented at the 1970 BIG meeting in Seattle. Dr. Matt Silbernagel was program chairman at that meeting and he asked speakers to prepare a summary of their talks for publication in the BIG annual report. These summaries will be useful to members who were not able to attend the last BIG meeting.

I appreciate the assistance of several people who prepared the extensive bibliography published in this year's report. Dr. D. W. Burke, USDA, APS, Prosser, Washington, compiled the bibliography in the areas of plant pathology and entomology. Dr. Roger F. Sandsted, Mr. H. Chris Wien, Mr. Paul A. Hughes, Mr. Romeo R. Martinez, and Dr. Donald Wallace, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, compiled the bibliography in the areas of culture, physiology, and quality of beans. Dr. Harry Mack, Oregon State University, and Dr. Art Sprague, Del Monte Corporation, also submitted an extensive list of references in this general area. Gregory Arp, University of Nebraska, compiled much of the bibliography in the area of breeding and genetics.

Mrs. Jean Arp typed the entire report this year and her husband Greg also assisted in the preparation of the report in numerous ways. I am grateful for their cheerful and diligent cooperation.

The next BIG meeting will be held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on November 9, 1971. Dr. F. A. Bliss, Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53715, is program chairman for this
meeting. If you wish to make suggestions concerning topics and subjects to be considered for presentation at this meeting please write to Dr. Bliss in the fairly near future.

For the Coordinating Committee

Dermot P. Coyne

Dermot P. Coyne
NEXT BIENNIAL BIG MEETING

Fred Bliss, BIC Program Chairman
Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

The next BIC meeting will be held November 9, 1971 at the Sheraton-Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, preceding the convention of the Wisconsin Carvers and Freezers. Suggestions and information regarding the program are welcome and should be sent to Fred Bliss, Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, or to other members of the program committee: Carroll Briggs, Shig Honma, C. Lamborn, L. A. Polzak, A. P. Sprague.

********

COOPERATIVE DRY BEAN NURSERIES

Marshall LeBaron
University of Idaho
Kimberly, Idaho

We have a bean nursery program that is a cooperative effort among experiment stations in the west and mid-west who are interested in dry bean production. Our objective is to test new varieties and strains of beans that are genetically fixed and have been proven adapted to a limited area of production. The nursery gives us all an opportunity to determine a greater area of adaptation for our new materials and to become better acquainted with potential new varieties that may be released by other stations.

The Idaho station has, for the last several years, collected entries from stations and redistributed them among cooperators to assure uniform seed stock to all. We compile the data into a simple report of yield and maturity, with special comments from the operators of the nursery included.

Presently the cooperating stations include:
Prosser, Washington
Twin Falls, Idaho
Sidney, Montana
Powell & Torrington, Wyoming
Rosemount, Minnesota
Greeley, Colorado
Farmington, New Mexico
Scotts Bluff & North Platte, Nebraska
Tribune & Garden City, Kansas
If other stations who are involved with dry bean breeding and culture are interested we may well be able to expand the program. The quantity of seed needed now for a new entry is about twenty-five pounds, and this might become a problem if we became too large. We welcome comments.

********

REQUEST FOR SEED OF BEAN LINES

RESISTANT OR TOLERANT TO BACTERIAL DISEASES

J. Guthrie
Plant Science, University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho 83843

Members of BIC:
I have received a few samples of bacterial blight (halo, syringae or common) resistant (tolerant) bean seed but hope that I might obtain more. I have been making amino acid analyses of the leaves and pods in hope to find out if there is a relationship between these fractions and disease tolerance. If you have sources of tolerance to these blights I would appreciate small seed samples for my tests.

********

P.G.R.O. PEA AND BEAN GROWING HANDBOOKS

A. J. Gane, Director of Research
Pea Growing Research Organisation Ltd.
The Research Station, Great North Road
Thornhaugh, Peterborough, England

Production of this limited edition is planned to commence early in 1971, and we are now gathering together estimates of likely circulation.

The Handbooks are described briefly in the attached notes, and our present expectation is a price in the region of £2 per volume. Price will, however, be affected by sales, and will be reduced if possible, as this project is not aimed at profit-making.

We should be most grateful for any help you are able to give us in estimating what sales there might be, if any, in the United States.

Editor's note: I received this request from A. J. Gane. If you are interested in receiving these handbooks, please write directly to Allan Gane.

********
HONORS RECEIVED BY BIG MEMBERS DURING PAST YEAR

Dr. Warren H. Gabelman, Professor and Chairman, Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, was elected a fellow of the American Society for Horticultural Science during the annual meeting of the Society, November 3, 1970, at the Carillon Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida. Dr. Gabelman received this high honor in recognition for his excellent research contributions in vegetable crop breeding and genetics and his ability as a teacher.

A distinguished bean breeder Dr. Donald H. Wallace, Professor, and Dr. M. E. Nasrallah, former graduate student, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, received the 1970 AIES - Campbell Award for their outstanding research on immunogenetic studies of incompatibility in Brassica. The award consisted of a bronze medal for each recipient and a $1500 prize.

Dr. Bruce M. Pollock and Dr. Joseph R. Manalo, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Fort Collins, Colorado, received the American Society for Horticultural Science "Asgrow Award" for the best paper on genetic and biological factors affecting production and handling of vegetable crops (Donor: Asgrow Seed Company, Orange, Connecticut) for their paper in the Jour. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci., Vol. 94 (b) entitled "Controlling substrate moisture - oxygen levels during the imbibition stage of germination".

Dr. David W. Davis was named an associate editor of Hort. Science.
STOCKS FOR EXCHANGE

Mrs. A. Harsanyi
Vegetable Department
Budapest, XXII Park U2, Hungary

Hungarian yellow and green podded snap bean varieties

P. I. Pryke
Plant Breeding Branch
Dept. of Agriculture
Burnley Gardens
Swan Street
Burnley, Victoria, Australia

Seed of 68/779.
Stringless, resistant to Halo Blight and "Summer Death"

W. Vreeken
Vreeken's Zaden
Dordrecht, Holland

7/70/349 Bush bean with genetical fascination
8/70/359 Bush Bean (Cocc. x lunatus) with much cross pollination, high grade tol. Pseudomonas phas.
10/70/126 virus and coll. res.
11/70/135 flowering on top, coll. res.
12/70/148 coll. res. with high grade virus tol.
15/70/687 strong for wind damage

STOCKS DESIRED

Mark J. Basset
Dept. of Vegetable Crops
Univ. of Florida
3026 McCarty Hall
Gainesville, Florida 32601

1. Stocks which have pods with little or no hair.
2. Andean bean cultivars which are adopted to the extreme cold of the Altiplano

Sources of resistance/or tolerance to virus diseases, halo blight, and anthracnose

Mrs. A. Harsanyi
Vegetable Department
Budapest, XXII Park U2, Hungary

Lines with resistance or low susceptibility to Sclerotinia.
W. Vreeken
Vreeken's Zaden
Dordrecht, Holland

Oswaldo Voyest V.
Estacion Experimental Agricola
La Molina
Apartado 2791
Lima, Peru

Bush bean with dark green pods and small seeds.
Bush beans with high resistance and deep yellow pods.
Bush beans highly res. especially for Pseudomonas var.
Bush beans with res. to Fusarium.

Lines with resistance or tolerance to rust, common bean mosaic or nematodes.
Names of members are maintained in this list for two years, even though dues have not been paid. Annual reports are sent to members only when current dues are paid.
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